Project Description

Project is adding an air supported structure (bubble) over existing tennis courts. The courts are part of the Portland Parks and Recreation, Buckman Field.
1. All dimensions and to face of finish.
2. Coordinate all work with civil, landscape and electrical sheets. Notify architect of any discrepancies.

SITE PLAN
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PORTLAND TENNIS CENTER, BUCKMAN FIELD PARK

LEGEND

KEY NOTES
1. Remove (E) soil, shown dotted
2. Remove (E) chainlink fence
3. Remove (E) light pole & footing
4. Remove (E) seating
5. Remove (E) trees, shown dotted
6. Remove (E) portion of (E) light fixture
7. Remove (E) chainlink fence and footing
8. Remove Sheet notes:
   - Sheet notes to be removed
   - Bench shown to be removed
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